As to (2). Mr. Anscombe asks, "Was Thorpe's text of Widsith drawn from the original document, or from the diplomatic transcript made at the British Museum, or from Kemble's imprint?" He instances two supposed errors which he believes Thorpe to have copied from Kemble, and concludes, "These two reasons would appear to justify the opinion that Thorpe "The Museum transcript has Wistla wudu (i. e. Wistlan wudu). The mark above the is differently formed from the mark of long quantity, and can only indicate that n or m is to be supplied." Now, there certainly is, both in the Exeter Book and in the British Museum transcript, a slight mark over the a, like an imperfectly formed mark of length. But this is quite unlike the hooked, heavy, horizontal stroke which signifies n or m. The reading Wistlawudu, not Wistlan ivuduj has accordingly been adopted by Kemble, working from the transcript, by Thorpe from the original, and has been approved by Schipper and by Wülcker; and Dr. Sedgefield, in common with every other editor of Widsith, naturally adopts it. He could do nothing eise, for the stroke could not possibly be regarded äs the n or m contraction. Besides, this contraction is not used in the Exeter Book for w, which, except in the contraction for fonne, or in Latin words, is always written in füll: the mark in the Exeter Book is invariably used äs an abbreviation for w, not n.
Mr. Anscombe's accusation against editors such äs Wülcker, Kluge, Holthausen and Sedgefield of having "kept on copying Thorpe and Kemble, and interpolating here and emending there, until the printed text has ceased to be authoritative" is therefore based upon a misunderstanding.
There is not, and there has not been since 1883, any doubt äs to what is the MS. reading of any ward in Widsith.
So far from editors having drawn, äs Mr. Anscombe thinks, from the transcript when they should have been collating the original, they have gone to the original, and ignored the transcript And it is for this reason that Mr. Anscombe has done a Service in drawing attention to the British Museum MS. For though Thorpe's edition of the Exeter Book (1842) was, in the main, accurate, he took very little trouble to record the exact readings of the MS. in places where it was fragmentary: (e. g. in portions of the Ruin, the Husband's Message, and the Eiddles.) Such passages he occasionally omitted altogether. Conjectural emendations were made by various editors and scholars with the object of filling these gaps. The later collations of Schipper, and still more of Wülcker, who carefully recorded every letter and fragment of a letter which was visible, showed that many of these conjectures were merely wasted ingenuity. For the odd fragments of words which Wülcker found were sufficient to prove that the reading could never have been what Leo, Ettmüller, Dietrich or Grein had conjectured.
But a comparison of the Museum MS. with Wülcker's collations will, I think, show that, when the Museum transcript was made, more was to be read in the Exeter Book than Wülcker was able to see when he made Ms examination half a Century later. Wülcker was, in fact, aware of this, and for two poems in his second volume he has used the "Londoner abschrift der Hs. von Exeter" (IL pp. 217, 280) . But the most mutilated poems from the Exeter Book are given in the flrst and third volumes:
and for these Wülcker does not seem to have referred to the Museum MS.
The Museum MS. is not a mere transcript, but a beautiful facsimile executed with the utmost care. It is evident (I shall give one instance below) that the transcriber was working mechanically and generally did not understand Ms text. The additional details which he gives in many cases at any rate cannot have been his conjecture, but must have been copied from the original. If it can be proved that he was entirely ignorant of Anglo-Saxon, so much the better.
The transcript may therefore afford something the same aid to a future editor of the Exeter Book which the two transcripts of the Beotvulf MS. made by and for Thorkelin have given to editors of Beowulf. It may help such an editor to pronounce certain readings, hitherto regarded äs conjectural, to be certified by MS. authority: and may enable him to dismiss others to the limbo of conjectures the impossibility of which has been proved. Both these processes are satisfactory, for there is a danger of our texts being clogged by an excess of conjectural emendations which can neither be proved nor disproved.
As an example, the corrupt passage in the Husband's Wülcker 29 etc.) 
